Alexander Grappa
Region: Veneto, Italy     Date Established: 1977   
Alexander Grappa presents a classic Italian spirit
created with authentic artistry, and a combination
of ingenuity, modern techniques, and environmental
consciousness. First founded by Aldo Bottega in
1977, the Bottega Wineries and Alexander Bottega
has been a family owned and operated distillery,
now run by Aldo’s three children; Sandro, Stefano,
and Barbara.

•• Grappa Alexander The 3 grape varietal of Prosecco, Pinot, and Italian Tocai create an exceptionally fragrant and fruit
forward balance of aromatics and flavor profile of fresh grape seed.

•• Alexander Grappa di Cabernet A blend of Cabernet Franc and Cabernet Savigion that is crisp and dry on the finish.
91 Points Tasting Panel Magazine

Positioned at the base of the Dolomites, Distilleria
Bottega is very conscious of the environment
in which they operate. They have been utilizing
GREEN techniques of production by employing
alternative fuel sources, sustainable farming, all
natural packaging, and no synthetic fertilizer or
chemicals to reduce their overall carbon footprint.
Additionally, the vineyards in which the grapes are
grown were certified organic in 2012. Located in the
heart of the northern Italy region of the Veneto, in
what has become known as the home of Prosecco
and Grappa, Distilleria Bottega has been producing
exceptional and award winning grappas for more
than 35 years.

•• Grappalo di Prosecco 100% Prosecco varietal of grape, triple distilled to yield a distinct sweet aroma and dry light finish.
Packaged in a hand-blown iconic “hanging-grapes” glass bottle.

•• Collector Grappa Line Packaged in three grappa expressions in hand blown distinct glassware named for the shape in
which the Bottega family has created inside each bottle.
Heart: containing the Alexander Grappa di Cabernet is packaged in a 375ml bottle with a red heart blown into the center.
World: containing the Grappa Alexander triple grape grappa is packaged in a 375ml bottle with a hand-blown clear world adorned
with the countries into the center of the bottle.
Guitar: containing the Alexander Grappa di Prosecco packaged in a 375ml glass bottle with a blue electric guitar blown in the
center.

• Alexander Grappa presents this classic Italian spirit with artistry, ingenuity and
a modern, elegant flair
• Located in the heart of northern Italy’s scenic Veneto region, birthplace of
grappa
• 92 Points Excellent Highly Recommended – Ultimate Spirits Challenge – USA
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